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Theme Guiding Question:
What effect does change in political power have on our economy and environment?
Unit Theme: The Effects of Change in Political Power
Major Unit Topic:
2008 Presidential Election
Introduction:
The theme for this interdisciplinary unit is, “The Effects of Change in Political Power”.
This theme is appropriate for 7th grade students because it will give them more of an
understanding of their world and how change impacts their lives, the economy, and the
environment. After this unit, students will understand the importance of voting and having a
voice in elections. In addition this theme lends itself to exploration and learning across the
disciplines, which helps the students to make connections between their own life experience and
the various core subjects.
We will be exploring effects of change for the 7th grade students in our middle school
using voting as a vehicle to help them develop important skills in making choices, being aware
of the hot important topics in the election, and learning to take responsibility for choices and
actions that will effect and can change and impact their lives. The students will be able to make
connections between all the core subjects. Students will also develop critical thinking about
different points of view, between their own and those of others.
In Language Arts, the students will look at the importance of persuasive writing that
candidates use in their speeches, as well as practicing writing their own speeches. In Math, the
students will look at how change occurs in the economy, specifically in the stock market we will
look at the change in gas prices over a period of time by keeping logs and journals. Students will
also learn about supply and demand. In Science, the students will learn about how different
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environmental factors play into how our environment is constantly changing. Students will
explore the candidate’s proposals for social policy regarding the environment. Students will
specifically look at global warming and ozone depletion. In Social Studies, students will study
the progress of African Americans and women throughout US political history. Students will
look at significant changes in political movements that impacted our economy and will
specifically concentrate on the 2008 candidates Hilary Clinton, John McCain, and Barack
Obama. We will also show the correlation in the unified arts classes through technology.
Students will look at how there have been important changes and improvements in technology
during the different terms of presidents. Also in technology we will explore many of the websites
that are out there on the candidates by doing a webquest.
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Brief Description of the Group to be Taught: The 7th graders
-

This unit will be taught to 100 students total

-

Divided into four sub teams: yellow, green, blue, and red.

-

The teams are divided pretty evenly between boys and girls and also have around the same
number of students with special education plans on each team.

-

There are a number of students with 504 plans ( ADD, ADHD, and allergies) and about 15
students with IEP’S which are all fully included into the classrooms.

-

The overall 7th grade team is pretty diverse with students from all different backgrounds.

Developmental Skills:
-

Working and participating in pairs, small groups, and whole class discussions.
Students will learn about saving and investing for their future.
Students will about decision making as individuals and in groups.
Students will learn how to deal with others when there are differences in opinion.
Students will learn to make choices.
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Dear Parent(s) or Guardian(s),
In our 7th grade team, we are beginning a three week integrated thematic unit on “The
Effects of Political Change”. With the excitement of the 2008 Presidential Election this year, the
7th grade teaching team wants to playoff the students’ passion and energy to show them how
change plays a role in our economy and environment. We also want to show them the power of
voting and of speech. We will do this specifically through relating the 2008 Presidential Election
to all the core subjects of Social Studies, Science, Mathematics, and Language Arts. The purpose
of this theme is to teach the students about the Election and also how political change affects
our economy and environment.
In Language Arts, the students will look at the importance of persuasive writing that
candidates use in their speeches, as well as practicing writing their own speeches. In Math, the
students will look at how change occurs in the economy, specifically in the stock market we will
look at the change in gas prices over a period of time by keeping logs and journals. Students will
also learn about supply and demand. In Science, the students will learn about how different
environmental factors play into how our environment is constantly changing. Students will
explore the candidate’s proposals for social policy regarding the environment. Students will
specifically look at global warming and ozone depletion. In Social Studies, students will study
the progress of African Americans and women throughout US political history. Students will
look at significant changes in political movements that impacted our economy and will
specifically concentrate on the 2008 candidates Hilary Clinton, John McCain, and Barack
Obama. We will also show the correlation in the unified arts classes through technology.
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To begin this unit, the team will be taking a field trip into Boston to do a scavenger hunt
around the city in groups with one teacher/chaperone. The groups will work as a team to
decipher clues that are based on prior knowledge from the core subjects; these clues will guide
them to different places around the city. The last clue of the scavenger hunt will lead the
students to the State House, where we are arranging for the students to talk to a district
representative about political change.
At the end of the unit, the students will use the knowledge they learned throughout the
three weeks, to create their own election and elect a class president. This individual will
represent the class and will be the voice between the students and administration in helping to
create change in the Middle School Community. The day will consist of an election being held
and having the candidates read their speeches and then having a closed ballot to elect the class
president.
We look forward to this exciting unit with you and your student. We are looking for a
few parent volunteers to help with the scavenger hunt field trip. Please contact one of us if you
are interested in participating.

Thank you,
Carolynne Downes, Dana Henson,
Mark Jurman & Roberval Oliviera

I give my permission for ___________________________ to participate in the 7th Grade
scavenger hunt field trip and field day.
Name___________________________

Date_________________________
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Engaging Activity
What better way to start a unit on the Effects of Change than a scavenger hunt through
Boston to see how Boston has changed. Our team of one hundred students will be divided into
ten groups of ten, with an adult supervisor. For the adult supervisors we will have the four core
subject teachers (Ms. Downes, Ms. Henson, Mr. Jurman & Mr. Oliviera), the technology
teacher, either the vice principal or principal, and a few parent volunteers. If we have more
than three parent volunteers we will be able to split the team into smaller groups.
The day will start with the whole team taking the commuter rail into Boston for the day.
Once in Boston the groups will be explained the rules of the scavenger hunt:
-

Groups must stay together at all times;
Groups cannot use any mode of transportation other than walking;
Groups must take pictures of all 10 places to prove they found them;
Each adult supervisor will have the 11th clue and will present to their group as soon as
they have found the other 10 clues;
First team to the last location wins.

After the rules have been explained each group will be handed a list of 10 clues for locations
they need to find. The clues will consist of two clues per core subject and two clues for
technology. The students will be able to answer the clues and determine the location using
prior knowledge from past units. Examples of the clues that will be used are:
-

Math: This building is the tallest building in Boston (and New England). It is 790 feet tall;
each floor is 13.1666 feet tall. Figure out how many floors this building is and ask any
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Bostonian which building has that many floors and they will surely give you the correct
answer.
-

Science: Near Paul Revere’s House, visit a triangle that is a square. (hint)What two
things meet but do not cause an eclipse?

-

Language Arts: Originally built in 1712, this corner bookstore used to be a meeting place
for Longfellow, Emerson, Hawthorne, and Oliver Wendell Holmes.

-

Social Studies: The Boston Massacre took place in front of the Old State House. Find this
site and then find the statue of the patriot who organized the Boston Tea Party. The
statue is only about 200 yards from the massacre site.

Once all teams have found and taken pictures of their 10 locations, the final clue will lead
the groups to the State House near Beacon Hill. At the State House we will kick off the new unit
on “ The Effects of Change in Political Power. The tour will include information about the state
house in the past and also what it is currently like. Students will walk around the grounds and
will also get a small tour inside. The information provided during the tour will whet the appetite
of the students and have them interested in learning more in-depth about how political power
and change can affect change in our economy and environment.
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Final Connections: Culminating Project and Activity Overviews

Culminating Project Overview:
The Math, Science, English Language Arts, and Social Studies curriculum have deeply explored change in
the political sphere, both on a local and national level. The culminating project will provide students the
opportunity to express their observations, views, reactions, and stand points in regard to political
change. While we have been primarily focusing on the political candidates of the 2008 election,
students have also explored how political change directly affects them, as well as their local and school
communities. To showcase this understanding, students will encapsulate what they have learned by
creating a portfolio and writing their own speech.

In efforts to make this project more exciting, community inclusive, and realistic, students will participate
in a school wide election. They will use their portfolio and speech to run for class representative or
president. Students elected will bring to life their proposals for change.

Portfolio:
There will be five parts to the student political portfolio. Students will be provided a list of topics to
motivate ideas. Students will select an entity or ideology learned in the unit which they feel is important
in considering political change. In doing so, students will look at each aspect of their topic and address
how each effects change in their own lives. As the unit is interdisciplinary, students must incorporate or
adapt aspects learned in Math, Science, ELA, and Social Studies.
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The most important aspect of this project is for students to think critically about one specific political
change that is most important to them.

Students will create a portfolio that will express the

multifaceted aspects of how positive change can be made in that area. The sections should be written
as proposals with specific examples of what modifications could be made to create positive change.

The following is a sample of what a topic could be and what each section could entail:
Topic: Public School Budget
Math: Students could discuss school budget and funding in regard to purchasing supplies. An example
of budgeting could be proposing to buy one set of books for a class, rather than one for each individual
student. As a result, teachers will have more funds to provide students with other necessary classroom
resources, or opportunity for community projects and field trips.
Science: Students could discuss having recycling receptacles, encouraging the school community to shut
unnecessary lights off in an effort to save power. This topic should also incorporate discussion about
global warming and/or the greenhouse effect.
Social Studies: Students could take a look at what schools have done in the past, as well as research past
proposals, local and state wide, for funding and budgeting.
ELA: All students will create a speech, using the persuasive language and ideas of political officials
studied through out the unit. The speech should convey why their topic is important for current political
change. Furthermore, it should incorporate how history has influenced their topic and how the
mathematical and scientific world is/will be influenced by their proposals for change. Students are also
required to orally present their speech to their classmates.

The rubric on the next page is how the students will be graded on their project:
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Criteria:

Math Concepts:





Economy
Budget
Data and statistics
Survey

Science Concepts:







Global Warming
Sustainable
Technologies
Greenhouse Effect
Energy
Public Health
Air Pollution

Social Studies:






History of Women
and suffrage
History of African
Americans and civil
rights
Current Election
Past Elections

ELA:






Literary/text
support of aspects
of change
Concept of
Government
Persuasive
Language
Organization of
concept

Conventions:
The extent to which the
writer maintains proper
conventions of written
English (spelling,
grammar, word choice),
and coherent organization.

Exceptional: Meets all
standards

Meets most standards

Meets minimal
Standards

Does not meet standards

All four concepts are
discussed in a well
organized persuasive
manner. Clear support for
data and mathematical
concepts that promote
change.

Three of the four
concepts are discussed is
clear and mostly
consistent manner.
Support for
mathematical concepts
is present but has a
minor miscalculation.

Two of the four concepts
are discussed and are
rather inconsistent.
There is some support
for the mathematical
concepts but a few
miscalculations.

One or no concepts
addressed. There is little
support for mathematical
concepts and is inconsistent
with many miscalculations.

Four or more of the
concepts are addressed
in a clear cohesive
manner. Support for
scientific research or
ideology is clear and
relevant theme.

Three of the four
concepts are
discussed in a
consistent manner.
Support for scientific
research or ideology
is relevant to theme.

Two of the four
concepts are
discussed but are
rather inconsistent.
There is some support
for scientific research
or ideology, but does
not demonstrate
relevance to theme.

One or no concepts are
addressed. There is
limited support for
scientific research or
ideology and little
relevance to theme.

Four or more of the
concepts are addressed in a
well organized consistent
manner. There is at least 1
example of a current event
in the 2008 election, as well
as a one historical event
that relates to and
supports the theme.

Three of the four
concepts are discussed
in a consistent and
relative manner. There
is at least 1 example of a
current event in the
2008 election, as well as
a one historical event,
but the relation to the
theme is a bit unclear.

Two of four of the
concepts are discussed
but are rather
inconsistent. There is at
least 1 example of a
current event in the
2008 election, or one
historical event, but the
relation to the theme is a
unclear.

One or no concepts are
addressed. There is one or
no examples of a current
event in the 2008 election

Four or more of the
concepts are addressed in a
well thought out and
consistent manner.
Persuasive and relevant
support from current and
historical events are
relevant to theme and
supported by a class, news
paper, or scholarly text.

Three of the four
concepts are discussed
in a well thought out
manner. There are a
few inconsistencies in
discussing historical and
current political events
relevant to the theme.
There is Persuasive and
relevant support from a
class, news paper, or
scholarly text.

Two of the four concepts
are discussed. There are
some inconsistencies in
discussing historical and
current political events
relevant to the theme.
Textual support is not
from a suitable source.

One or no concepts are
discussed. There are many
inconsistencies and support is
from an unsuitable source.

Excellent use of grammar,
spelling, and word choice.
Organization of narrative
is clear and coherent.

There are a few errors,
but overall good use of
grammar, spelling, and
word choice.
Organization is clear
and coherent.

There are many errors
in grammar, spelling,
and word choice. The
organization is
somewhat coherent.

There are many errors in
grammar, spelling, and word
choice. The organization is
unclear and distracts the
reader from understanding
the theme and purpose.
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Culminating Activity Overview:
Students interested in provoking change and creating awareness in their specific portfolio area will have
the chance to run for office. Students can run for “local/state office,” by way of running for Class
Representative, or for “federal/national office” by way of running for President. In this role, students
will have the opportunity and political power to bring to life the changes they proposed to their school
community.

Students will undergo an actual election process. The process will entail the student candidates
campaigning their proposal school wide. Only students who wish to run for office will be included in the
campaign and election process. All other students will be required to attend the public speech, and
participate in the election/voting process. They can create posters, banners, pins, and other décor to
promote their name and cause. In effort to maintain a clear sense of community, scruples, and fairness
students will be prohibited from defaming other candidates’ opinions and ideas and must focus on their
own cause. Student will be given one week to campaign for their cause. At the end of that week they
will recite their speeches to gain the vote of the people.

Publication of this process is key in maintaining the integrity, tenacity, and motivation of the candidates
and the people. Therefore, campaigning efforts, as well as the public speeches will be recorded and
broadcasted on the local TV station for the local community to view. While all students are required to
attend the election, local community members and families will be invited to attend. However, only
current middle school students are invited to participate in the voting process.
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Habits of Mind
In our unit we will encourage the students’ habits of mind throughout all subjects and
lessons that the students take part in. The following are some of the habits of mind that we will
be encouraging.
Asking Good Questions:
In our unit students will develop questions that they will be able to answer through researching
the topics. Students will also start to question what are the important topics and key things that
could really impact and change their lives. The students will learn how to question what is
presented, especially in speeches and this will help them how to vote for a candidate they believe
in.
Simplifying Questions and Problems:
Students with the guidance of teachers will develop simple, clear questions to help them know
what to ask and question about what is presented to them. Also with the students developing
good simple clear questions, this will help them to figure out how these issues will change and
impact their lives.
Being Attentive:
The students will need to be attentive to the details of this unit. The students will understand that
all subject areas and learning done within the unit will help them with their final project, of
writing their speech. The focus of our unit is for the students to become more aware/attentive of
the information that is presented to them and how it will impact them.
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Finding and Keeping Focus:
In our unit students will have the freedom to find issues and important topics that the presidential
candidates are discussing that are of interest to them. For that reason all subject teachers will
work with the students to create good questions to gather information. Also the teachers will help
the students stay on topic of how these issues would change the environment or our economy.
Overall the students are looking into how these issues could change and impact their lives
Seeing the Anomalies:
Throughout our whole unit students will be searching for the anomalies and the truth within
information presented, and will look at how it can effect different aspects and change the
community. Students will realize that many times anomalies are not always true as they are
presented.
Thinking Flexibly:
It will be encouraged to the students to have an open mind during this unit, especially when
doing group work. By being able to think flexibly students will begin to question information
and this will help them decide what is really important. Students will also see that there can be
many different aspects on the same issues.
Forming Hunches:
Students will be looking at what information they have and how the information is presented.
Students will need to form opinions/hunches about whether this information is indeed correct
and if it would be the right change at the time.
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Searching for Patterns:
Students will be searching for patterns within all of the subjects in our unit. For example, in
English students will be looking at patterns of past speeches and past elections. Students will
learn to see when the country elects a republican candidate vs. a democratic candidate looking at
trends in the economy and environment.
Using Models and Metaphors:
Writers use models and metaphors all of the time. Students will come in contact with many
models and metaphors during their studies of speeches. Once students know and recognize these
models and metaphors, they can work on putting them in their own speech at the end of our unit.
Taking Risks:
Students are given numerous opportunities to take risks and challenge information that is given
to them. Some students might be uncomfortable at times during some of the topics, but it is
encouraged for them to think about and reflect on these topics and what their own opinion is on
them. This will help the students in the end on who they lean towards voting for.
Cooperating and Collaborating:
Cooperation and collaboration are highly stressed and required in order for the students to meet
the goals for this unit. Throughout all the subjects, students will discuss their ideas, opinions,
work, and conclusions with a group of students. Students will provide feedback to other students,
as this gives the students an opportunity receive insight that they might not have thought of. In
addition, throughout this unit there will be many activities and discussions where the students
will be working in pairs or small groups.
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Competing:
Although competition is not being reinforced concretely, it is hoped that the students will take
pride in their speeches and in their school, as they wish to run for class president. Hopefully after
teaching this unit, the students will use their knowledge they have learned and pick the right
candidate for their class president.
Reference:
1. Martinello, M. L. & Cook, G. E. (2000). Interdisciplinary Inquiry in Teaching and
Learning (16-22). New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc.
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CONNECTING THE MATH CURRICULUM
Math Overview:
The Math Curriculum of this 7th grade interdisciplinary unit will continue to have the
students learning around our theme of “The Effects of change in Political Power”. The students
will cover information and lessons on data collection, analysis and statistics, the stock market,
and data representation through graphs. This 7th grade mathematics unit will be approximately
three weeks long, and will be broken down into time frames of three different topics. Each topic
will take approximately a week. This math part of the unit is designed to allow the students to
further explore our theme of change as individuals and in groups.
Students will learn the importance of voting and how important it is to vote in order for
change to occur. Students will learn about the economy and about supply and demand. Students
will also learn about the importance of investing. The first week students will lean about the
Stock Market and the role it plays in our economy. In the next two weeks students will learn
about how war, taxes, and other issues which are discussed a lot about in elections play a big role
in the economy.
Throughout the math curriculum of this interdisciplinary unit, the students will be
keeping a stock market portfolio and a gas price portfolio, where they will keep track of the
change in gas prices over the course of this unit. At the end of this unit students will write a
report and summarize their findings in the stock market and gas portfolios. After these three
weeks of learning to invest and seeing how the economy can change, students should have a
better understanding on how the economy can constantly change. There will be a rubric for the
student to know how they will be graded on this project.
During the final project of the interdisciplinary unit which is writing their speeches, the
students will work on putting into their speeches statistics they have learned about their town and
community. Since this unit is about change in political power, the students will incorporate into
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their speeches things that they have learned from math class. Students can use the information
from their math surveys in their presidential speeches.
Math Curriculum Frameworks
This interdisciplinary unit will cover the following Massachusetts Mathematics Curriculum
Frameworks for grade 7:
Number Sense and Operations Strand
7.N.1 Compare, order, estimate, and translate among integers, fractions and mixed numbers
(i.e., rational numbers), decimals, and percents.
7.N.2 Use ratios and proportions in the solution of problems involving unit rates, scale
drawings, and reading of maps.
7.N.7 Estimate and compute with fractions (including simplification of fractions), integers,
decimals, and percents (including those greater than 100 and less than 1).
7.N.8 Determine when an estimate rather than an exact answer is appropriate and apply in
problem situations.
Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability Strand:
7.D.1 Select, create, interpret, and utilize the following tabular and graphical representations of
data: circle graphs, Venn diagrams, stem-and-leaf plots, tables, and charts.
7.D.2 Find, describe, and interpret appropriate measures of central tendency (mean, median, and
mode) and spread (range) that represent a set of data. Use these notions to compare
different sets of data.
7.D.3 Use tree diagrams, tables, organized lists, and area models to compute probabilities for
simple compound events, e.g., multiple coin tosses or rolls of number cubes.
8.D.1 Describe the characteristics and limitations of a data sample. Identify different
ways of selecting a sample, e.g., convenience sampling, responses to a survey, random
sampling.
English Language Proficiency, Benchmarks and Outcomes:
1. Listening and Speaking
S.1 Vocabulary: Students will comprehend and communicate orally, using English
vocabulary for personal, social, and academic purposes. (FL 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7; ELA 4)
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Communication
17. Classify previously learned academic content words and phrases into concept-based
categories (link to ELA 4.3) such as
• Gr. 6–8: mathematical central tendency: mean, median, mode
2. Reading
 R.1 Vocabulary and Syntax in Print: Students will acquire English vocabulary and
apply knowledge of correct syntax to comprehend written text. (ELA 4, 5; FL 5, 6)
 R.2 Beginning to Read in English: Using the foundations of oral language and previous
reading experience, students will understand the nature of written English and the
relationships of letters to the sounds of English speech. (ELA 7; FL 5)
 R.3 Comprehension: Students will read English fluently and identify facts and evidence
in order to interpret and analyze text. (ELA 8, 11)

Developmental Skills:
-

Working and participating in pairs, small groups, and whole class discussions.
Students will learn about saving and investing for their future.
Students will about decision making as individuals and in groups.
Students will learn how to deal with others when there are differences in opinion.
Students will learn to make choices.

Week One: The Economy and Why We Invest?
In week one, the students will get an overview of what the next three weeks are going to
be about. Students will learn and have a basic understanding of how whoever is elected
President of the United States their political power can effect and change the economy.
Students will learn that depending on how well the economy is doing can effect when a
Republican is elected vs. when a Democrat is elected. The teacher will introduce the topic of
the US economy and how we determine how well the economy is doing. The teacher will
discuss the stock market and what the stock market is. Students will learn basic skills like,
what a stock is and why people buy and sell stock. The teacher will also talk about investing
and the importance of investing and more importantly saving. Students will learn tips on how
to budget.
The teacher will also talk about the idea of debt and will speak about the country’s
national debt. Students will then work with fractions and decimals as they will need to use
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them a lot in this stock market research. The students will then learn about investing and why
people invest. Students will learn about supply and demand. Students will learn about how
stocks can change and go up and how that affects the market. Students will begin to invest in
stocks and they will keep track of their stocks in a stock mart portfolio. The teacher will also
briefly explain to them how this Stock Market portfolio will be part of their final project and
will go into a little detail on what the project will be about.
Lessons for week one:
Week 1

The Economy and Why We Invest?

Monday

Lesson: The US Economy
In this lesson:







Teacher will introduce the topic of the US economy and ask
students what they know about the Stock Market, taxes, a
depression, a recession, etc. Teacher will write ideas on board.
Students will discuss different ways they can tell if the economy is
good or bad.
Teacher and students will discuss topic of investing and why people
save money.
Teacher will introduce two projects of the stock market and the gas
price portfolio.
Teacher will tell students to start keeping a log of gas prices
everyday from a gas station near their house. (to be explained in
detail why keeping it in week 2)

Assessment:



Tuesday

Individual participation in the brainstorming will be assessed.
Small and large group discussion
Class worksheet

Lesson: Republican or Democrat. What is the difference and how could
each affect the economy?

In this lesson:


Students will discuss financial differences behind the different
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political parties. Ex. In terms of taxes and other financial factors
 Teacher will ask if there is a certain time when maybe a political
party has a better chance of winning the election depending on the
economy.
 Students will really start to see through conversation, slideshows
and worksheets how the president can affect and change the
country.
 Students will look at changes from the current President
Resources:
http://alex.state.al.us/lesson_view.php?id=13238
www.teachablemoment.org/high/recession.html
Assessment:


Wednesday

Students will reflect on paper for homework on questions about role
and changes President can make in regards to economy.
 Small and large group discussion
Lesson: What is debt? Why budget and save?
In this lesson:




Students will learn what debt is.
Students will read some articles on the US national debt.
Teacher will talk to students about importance of saving and
budgeting.
 Teacher will also introduce the term surplus
 Students will investigate on computer in pairs website below to find
answers through a web quest.
Resources:
http://pbskids.org/democracy/educators/budget.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2002/guide.html
Assessment:

Thursday

 Worksheet of questions from websites above
 Small and large group discussions
Lesson: What is a stock? How do I invest in the Stock Market?
In this lesson:





Teacher will go over important vocabulary of stock market.
Students will go over rules of portfolio project, which were handed
out.
Students will learn about buying and selling stock.
Students will gain an understanding of how the stock market works
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and why people invest.
Resources:
www.nasdaq.com and www.nyse.com
www.nctm.org
http://www.stockmarketgame.org/
www.lessonplanspage.com
Assessment:
 Stock Market worksheet
 Math Journal
 Small and large group discussions
Lesson: Let’s Invest

Friday

In this lesson:


Teacher will have class work in partners at computer lab and start
buying stocks for portfolio.
 Students will start keeping track of their stocks in an excel
spreadsheet to see how the prices change in period of 3 weeks.
Resource:
http://pbskids.org/democracy/educators/graphically.html
www.nasdaq.com and www.nyse.com
www.nctm.org
http://www.stockmarketgame.org/
www.lessonplanspage.com
Assessment:



Stock Market Portfolio
Individual work on stock hw sheet

Week Two:
In the beginning of week two, students will continue to learn more about the economy
and how the economy has changed over the years. Students will become aware how important it
is to keep the US economy in good standing. Students will learn about how war, taxes, and other
issues which are discussed a lot about in elections play a big role in the economy. Student will
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play a game online to learn how schools, police stations, churches, and other parts of a city or
town exist from the economy.
Students will also learn about problems that affect the economy, especially fossil fuels.
More and more people understand that fossil fuels contribute to global warming. Students will
understand that oil, more than any other fossil fuel, literally drives economies worldwide.
Students will look at problems online entitled “Problems at the Pump”. Students will also start to
keep track of how inflation can happen and how the cost of living changes. Students will start to
keep a math journal and keep track of all the gas prices and how they change. Students will be
responsible for checking the gas prices as part of their homework everyday including weekends.
Students will be told they will need to write a one-two page report at end of unit on findings
from changes in gas prices. Students will also start to think about how they can represent and
look at data and findings through graphs and charts.
Lessons for Week two:
Wk 2

How Government/ Political change affects me financially?

Monday

Lesson: How does Government affect you?
In this lesson:


Students will learn about how different services like public health
care, education, highway construction, police, and other areas cost
money.
 Students will investigate through pbs website how the government
must pay people to provide services and pay for materials.
 Students will learn about taxes
Resources:
http://pbskids.org/democracy/educators/graphically.html
http://pbskids.org/democracy/mygovt/index.html
Assessment:



Web quest and questions on sites
Small and large class discussions
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Tuesday
 Quiz on the Economy ( Stock Market)
Wednesday

Lesson: How does Government affect you? Day 2
In this lesson:



Students will continue to discuss how taxes play role in economy.
Students will work on math problems adding tax to certain
situations. This will get students working with proportions,
decimals, and percents.
 Class will discuss and learn about why different states and even
different counties within states can have different taxes.
 Students will work on writing in math journals about what they
have learned thus far in unit.
Resources:
http://pbskids.org/democracy/mygovt/index.html
http://pbskids.org/democracy/educators/budget.html
http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/campaigntrail.html
Assessment:




Thursday

Worksheet on adding tax to purchases
Web quest questions
Class discussions
Math journals

Lesson: Change in Pricing and Cost of living
In this lesson:






Students will look at stock portfolios and gas prices log and see
how they have changed.
Class will discuss their findings and have conversation why they
see change.
Students will investigate through websites some problems with cost
of fossil fuels.
Teacher will work closely with science teacher to investigate
problems with fossil fuels.
In math students will look at changes in prices and how it affects
them and the US.

Resources:
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http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/gas.html
http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/bushenergy.html
http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/oilbellcurve.html
Assessment:





Friday

Discussions and prior knowledge from what learned in science class
about change in fossil fuels
Small and large class discussions
Gas Price log and Portfolio
Class worksheet
Math Journals

Lesson: Looking at representing change in fossil fuels
In this lesson:


Students will use prior knowledge and see if they can graph or
show in a table somehow to represent how their gas prices are
changing.
 Students will look at and investigate the oil and bell curve website.
 Student will practice reading these graphs on web, and then they
will draw and make tables and graphs to show their own data.
Resources:
http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/oilbellcurve.html
Assessment:


Seeing if students can read and draw their own graphs of data

Week Three: Exploring Statistics Power
In week three, students will learn about the power of statistics. The students will learn
about surveys and explore data and statistics in the real world. The students have been watching
and reading the candidates speeches and they will pull out data and statistics they find from the
speeches and will learn how to graph it. Students will also learn this week how a sample survey
can be used to represent a whole. Students will also use ratios and proportions to determine
number of people polled and if it is a good representation. This week students will also learn
about the term average. Students will explore and interpret the concept of average. Some other
key objectives this week are to learn the difference between categorical and numerical data, what
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is meant by typical about a set of data, how to graph and represent a set of data, and also how to
make a good survey with good questions. Students will take a survey of their fellow class
students on an issue they are curious about and it must have something to do with the school
community. Students will then use this survey as a tool to help write their speech and help them
decide what they want to change in the school or community.
This week the students will also finishing wrapping up this stock market and gas price
portfolio. Students will have to write up a 1-2 page report and state what their findings are. The
students will then present their stock market portfolios to the class on the class day.
Wk 3

Exploring Statistics Power and Voting Math

Monday

Lesson: What does Average mean?
In this lesson:


Students will learn what is meant by when the candidates use the
term average household.
 Students will get an introduction to data and how there are
differences between categorical and numerical data.
 Students will use prior knowledge from 6th grade on what are
median, mean, and mode.
 Students will explore how data can be misleading, as will look at
outliers that can affect data
Resources:


Kavanagh, S. & Anderson, B. Get the Mean-ing. Exploring
Statistics By Creating and Analyzing Classroom Data Using Mean,
Median, Mode, Range and Variance. Retrieved April 10, 2008,
from http://www.nytimes.com/learning.
 Lappan, G., Fey, J. T., Fitzgerald, W. M., Friel, S. N., & Phillips, E.
D. (2002). Samples and Populations: Data and Statistics.
Glenview, IL: Prentice Hall.
http://www.census.gov/population/socdemo/hh-fam/tabST-F1-2000.pdf
Assessment:



Students will complete class and hw worksheets on data and
statistics.
Small and large class discussions.
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Tuesday

Lesson: What is a Survey?
In this lesson:


Teacher will lead discussion if a survey can be a good way to
represent a whole population. Class will discuss.
 Teacher will ask students to look back at what they know about
candidates and see what data they can pull out and ask if they could
develop a survey to answer questions.
 Students will then learn that they are going to develop their own
survey to ask 25 students in their grade.
 Students will learn good ways to ask questions and also what are
good questions in a survey.
Resources:
Lappan, G., Fey, J. T., Fitzgerald, W. M., Friel, S. N., & Phillips, E. D.
(2002). Samples and Populations: Data and Statistics. Glenview, IL:
Prentice Hall
Assessment:

Wednesday

 Student survey and results
 Math journals where students will write about results
Lesson: How to graph and Represent Data?
In this lesson:


Students will look at different ways to represent data.( bar graphs,
line plots, coordinate graphs, Venn diagrams, circular graphs, etc).
 Students will go back to their gas pricing log and look back and see
if there are other ways they could graph.
 Students will have discussion on if data can be misrepresented by
looking at graphs.
 Students will investigate if graphs can be misleading.
Assessment:

Thursday

 Small and large class discussions
 If students are able to read and interpret graphs
Lesson: What is Typical?
In this lesson:




Students will discuss what is typical and what is meant when
candidates say typical American
Students will look at results from their surveys and see if they can
see what the typical 7th grader responded.
Students will start to think how they can use this information from
their surveys in their speeches for class president.
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Resources: None
Assessment:
 Results from student surveys
Lesson: Why is Voting Important? What happens if a big percentage of
people do not vote?

Friday

In this lesson:




Students will investigate the importance of voting in elections.
Students will suggest ways to increase voter participation.
Students will look at reasons for voting and if depending on amount
of voters if it is a good representative of the whole population.
 Students will understand voting trends.
 Students will learn that in order to make change happen and to have
a voice, one way to do that is to vote.
Resources:
http://pbskids.org/democracy/vote/index.html
http://pbskids.org/democracy/educators/tovote.html
http://www.fec.gov/
Assessment:



Small and large class discussions
Math journals

The last two days of unit Students will present their Stock Market Portfolio to class and
how much money they gained or lost in their stocks. Students will explain their findings and
their strategies in the portfolio. The students will be graded by the following rubric for their
portfolio.

Student Stock Market Project Rubric
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Category

4

3

2

1

Explanation

A complete
response with
detailed
explanation.

A good
response with
some details in
explanation.

A response
with few details
in explanation.

A response
with no details
in explanation.

Shows
Shows
Shows little
complete
significant
understanding
understanding
understanding
of market by
of market by
of market by
buying o selling
buying o selling buying o selling
stocks when
stocks when
stocks when
they were low
they were low
they were low
or high.
or high.
or high.

Shows limited
understanding
of market by
buying or
selling stocks
when they were
low or high.

Understanding
of
Mathematical
Concepts

Mechanics and
following
directions

No
mathematical
errors
/reasoning.

No major
mathematical
errors
/reasoning.

Very few
major
mathematical
errors
/reasoning.

Several major
mathematical
errors
/reasoning.

Visual
Presentation
and excel sheet

Clear excel
sheet and easy
to follow with
detail.

Decent excel
sheet and detail.

Unclear excel
sheet and little
detail.

Very poor excel
sheet and hard
to follow.

* Reference rubrics on: http://www.teach-nology.com/cgi-bin/math.cgi.
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The Rules and Guidelines of the Stock Market Project:
Each Team ( 2 members):
1. Must maintain 2 portfolios, with each having 10 companies. Must be same 10 companies
in each. Portfolio two, will not buy or sell any shares after the first week. ONLY in
portfolio one can shares be sold or additional be bought before the last week. Portfolio 2
is to see where the price was at the beginning and end without changing your investment.
Must research and purchase stocks from NYSE and NASDAQ only.
Use www.nasdaq.com and www.nyse.com
2. Each team will have $10,000 for each portfolio, for a total of $20,000. Each team must
invest at least 6,000 in each portfolio. All the money does not need to be invested right
away in stocks. Whatever money is not invested will be kept in a checking account.
3. Each team will keep track of their two portfolios and a journal of their activities and
thoughts, and a transaction history of all their buys and sells. The group is responsible for
keeping track of the current portfolio’s market value, plus what is in the checking
account.
4. When stocks are purchased or sold, they must be whole number values. We will not buy
or sell any fractional shares.
5. Stock prices will be looked up daily for first five minutes of class on computers and in
newspapers. Daily as homework the team will decide to sell or buy more shares of the
stock.
6. The timeline for this simulation will be 3 weeks of stock pricing collecting. The first
week before collecting prices will be an introduction to all stock market material and
basic knowledge.
7. On the last day students will sell their stocks and report on their portfolio’s value and
what they learned from this activity.
8. In each Portfolio the team must keep track of the following:
a. Company name
b. Company symbol
c. Price per share you bought it at, price per share update from every Friday closing
price.
d. Number of shares held
e. Total worth of shares per company
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f. Profit or loss from day of purchase to present day
g. Total portfolio worth (weekly)
When turning in the project each team (1 per team) will be responsible to:
1. Turn in
a. Excel spreadsheets of two portfolio’s data
b. Company Information (brief sentence on why you picked each company)
c. Line graph, bar graph, or coordinate graph for portfolios (weekly loss or profit)
d. Conclusion
1. Profit/loss
2. Experiences likes or dislikes
3. Challenges
e. A well written essay( 1-2 pages) that outlines three things you learned about investing
money, tracking progress of each stock and the impact of the stock market on team or
individual. Also how this project relates to our theme of “The Effects of change in
Political Power”.
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CONNECTING THE SCIENCE CURRICULUM
Unit Overview:
As part of the interdisciplinary unit, the 8th grade science class will be using the 2008 American
Presidential elections as a backdrop to uncover the politics of global environmental change. The
issues of Global Warming, industrialization-produced air pollution, and the phenomenon of acid
rain will be surveyed through the perspective of political and social pressures. Students will
become empowered and also be inspired to empower others to take responsibility for their own
actions through their exploration of ecology, energy and environmental issues such as: global
warming, the conservation of natural resources, acid rain, and recycling. During the unit,
students will learn that the planet is in a delicate balance with nature through experiments.
Students will perform experiments to help them understand the effects of global warming, acid
rain, and industrialized air-pollution, We will discuss the importance of community efforts in
recycling and use the information from our experiments to determine how best to serve the
planet. We will show how the choices we make effect the global environment and, also, how we
can make changes for the better.

Curriculum Frameworks
This interdisciplinary unit will cover the following Massachusetts Science and
Technology/Engineering Curriculum Framework:

Strand: Earth and Space Science, Grades 6-8
Learning Standards:
3. Differentiate among radiation, conduction, and convection, the three mechanisms by which
heat is transferred through the earth’s system.
4. Explain the relationship among the energy provided by the sun, the global patterns of
atmospheric movement, and the temperature differences among water, land, and atmosphere.
Strand: Life Science (Biology), Grades 6-8
Learning Standards:
12. Relate the extinction of species to a mismatch of adaptation and the environment.
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13. Give examples of ways in which organisms interact and have different functions within an
ecosystem that enable the ecosystem to survive.
14. Explain the roles and relationships among producers, consumers, and decomposers in the
process of energy transfer in a food web.
15. Explain how dead plants and animals are broken down by other living organisms and how
this process contributes to the system as a whole.
16. Recognize that producers (plants that contain chlorophyll) use the energy from sunlight to
make sugars from carbon dioxide and water through a process called photosynthesis. This food
can be used immediately, stored for later use, or used by other organisms.
17. Identify ways in which ecosystems have changed throughout geologic time in response to
physical conditions, interactions among organisms, and the actions of humans. Describe how
changes may be catastrophes such as volcanic eruptions or ice storms.
Strand: Physical Sciences (Chemistry and Physics), Grades 6-8
Learning Standards:
14. Recognize that heat is a form of energy and that temperature change results from adding or
taking away heat from a system.
15. Explain the effect of heat on particle motion through a description of what happens to
particles during a change in phase.
16. Give examples of how heat moves in predictable ways, moving from warmer objects to
cooler ones until they reach equilibrium.

English Language Proficiency Benchmarks and Outcomes for English Language Learners:
S.1 Vocabulary: Students will comprehend and communicate orally, using English vocabulary
for personal, social, and academic purposes. (FL 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7; ELA 4)
R.6 Research: Students will gather information in English from a variety of sources, analyze and
evaluate the quality of the information obtained, and use it to answer their own and others’
questions. (ELA 24)
R.5 Informational/Expository Text: Students will identify and analyze purposes, structures, and
elements of nonfiction English texts. (FL 4, 7; ELA 8, 10, 13)
W.2 Writing: Students will write in English for a variety of purposes with clear focus, coherent
organization, and sufficient detail. (ELA 19; FL 1)
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Week One
In week one, after viewing the movie “An Inconvenient Truth”, the students will engage
in a brainstorming class discussion on how we can involve our communities in fostering a
clean environment.
The teachers will guide the discussion in creative and exciting directions, such that the
students will spontaneously volunteer to get their respective communities (parents, family,
neighbors, and other community organizations) involved in some sort of “community
cleanup” program. Possibilities for this are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Advocating for improvements in local recycling protocols.
Neighborhood street cleanups.
Organizing a “hazardous waste” pickup by the township.
Cleaning up local park and green space areas.
Other creative possibilities.

Lessons for week one:
Wk 1

Introduction to the Science of the Environment

Monday

“An Inconvenient Truth”:
In this lesson students will:
Critically watch the video, “An Inconvenient Truth”, by Nobel Laureate,
Al Gore.
 Discuss whether they think the point made are truthful.
 Begin brainstorming ways we all can positively influence the
environment, i.e., the biosphere.
Resources:


 The video, “An Inconvenient Truth”.
Assessment:

Tuesday

Individual participation in the brainstorming will be assessed.

In this lesson students will:




Continue the thoughtful and thought-provoking discussion about human
impact on the environment.
Put their thoughts into words, on paper.
In small groups, come up with “Best Practices” for creating a clean, lifesustaining biosphere.
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Select one student from each group to share the group’s choice for “Best
Environmental Practice”
 Spontaneously, rally around a project to bring into the community.
Resources:




The 15th Amendment:
http://15thamendment.harpweek.com/default.asp

Assessment:


Wednesday

Students will reflect on paper what they learned from listening to the
other small groups.
Individual participation will be assessed, by teacher observation.

In this lesson students will:
Plan their “Community Involvement” project
Working in groups of four, begin “Global Warming Exercise One”

“Fit the CO2 Curve”

Activity: We would like to know what the atmospheric
concentration of CO2 will be in the years 2025, 2050, and 2100. We are
assuming that the current conditions (emission levels of CO2, etc.) will
not change. To do this, you will curve-fit the Mauna Loa CO2 plot shown
on the first page of this section. The data for this graph can be
downloaded in Excel 5.0 spreadsheet format.
Resources:



The Science Activity “Earth On Fire’ Part One”
http://www.cotf.edu/ete/modules/carbon/efremote2.html
Assessment:



Thursday

Analysis and graphing of the Global Data in their Science Notebook.
Hypothesis of what are the future prospects, and determination of
appropriate future steps.

In this lesson students will:




Continue to plan their “Community Involvement” project
Finish “Global Warming Exercise One”.
Working in groups of four, begin “Global Warming Exercise Two”

“Balancing the Carbon Cycle”
Using the data given in the carbon cycle diagram, students will attempt
to balance the carbon cycle. There is also a math extension, since, by
balance, we mean-- what must be the rate at which the various sinks are
changing. Are they increasing, decreasing, or remaining constant? For
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instance, from the Mauna Loa CO2 data (we will need Excel 5.0 or
higher.) or the text version we can calculate the increase in carbon in the
atmosphere with a high degree of certainty.
Resource:
The Science Activity “Earth On Fire’ Part Two”
http://www.cotf.edu/ete/modules/carbon/efremote2.html
Assessment:
The teacher will assess students during class by walking around during activities,
asking questions, and making observations to determine the students’ progress
with the concepts being studied and also their progress with methods of
experimentation.
Friday

In this lesson students will:
Continue to plan their “Community Involvement” project
Begin coming up with suitable methods for implementing their
“Community Involvement” project.
 Offer their own perspectives on Global Warming
Assessment:





Students will demonstrate their understanding of the critical scientific
issues regarding Global Warming. They will then present their own
opinions as to whether Global Warming is a threat to the planet, and
also whether they believe that Global Warming is the product of human
origin. They may present their views in writing, or graphically, or as a
short poem or as a short song, taking into consideration the concept of
multiple intelligences.

Week Two:
In week two, students will model the “Water Cycle” as they begin their inquiry of Water
Pollution. This lesson will be based on “Lesson 2, The Water Cycle: Modeling Land and Water”
from the STC resource, listed below. Students, working in groups of 3-4, will begin the design
and construction of a representation, or model, of land, water, and atmosphere on the Earth. They
will be allowed to use, based on their own inquiry, four types of soil: sand, gravel, clay and
humus; or mixtures of these. They will also use their creativity in using plantings (mostly either
small cuttings from house plants, or fast-growing beans) to mimic real world plants and shrubs.
The lesson will begin with a discussion of modeling, and thinking about how we might
make a model of the water cycle. We will understand and emphasize that models are
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representations of complex objects, systems, or events that scientists really do use to help in
understanding larger phenomena. It is also important to understand that the water cycle is a
complex, and abstract concept. Not all of the processes of the water cycle can easily be observed
in this or subsequent lessons. We will see that there are some limitations to using a model.

The concept of modeling will be introduced by asking questions such as:
What models have the students seen or made, personally?
How does the size of the model compare with the size of the actual object, process or event?
How do features of the model compare with those of the actual object?
What are some examples of models that scientists might use?
Why do scientists use models?

The students, working in groups, will spend the first two lessons constructing their models. The
procedures for making the models are described in detail in the STC “Land and Water” teacher’s
resource on pages 31-39. Some of the observations students will make can be seen during the
course of a class period, while many others will need an overnight or potentially over a few days.

This Modeling Activity is derived, and modified, from:
“Science and Technology for Children, STC”
Land and Water Teacher’s Guide
Smithsonian/The National Academies
Teacher’s Resource, pages 23-93.

And, for the “Acid Rain” module:
LHS GEMS “Acid Rain”
Lawrence Hall of Science; University of California at Berkeley.
Teachers Resource, pages 7-38.
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In addition, at the end of the week, the students will explore the effect of 20th century
industrialization as a major factor in producing air pollution. We will use the case of Industrial
Melanism of Peppered Moths to demonstrate air pollution that is caused by rapid
industrialization. During the period when the number of coal-burning factories in England was
increasing (during the so-called Industrial Revolution) it was noticed that the number of melanic
individuals of the species of Peppered Moth (Biston betularia) was becoming more common.
Originally rare in the population of normally light-colored moths, the frequency of the melanic
form increased in polluted areas until it was over 90%. This change in color has come to be
known as "industrial melanism." In the 1960's after legislation to control the emissions of coal
smoke, the level of pollution in English forests declined.
Lessons for Week two:
Wk 2

The Air and Water

Monday

The Water Cycle
Introduction to the concept of Acid Rain
In this lesson students will:


Working in groups of 3 or 4, begin creating their self-contained
scale model of a lakeside town, as described in the STC resource.
 Learn to model a large spatial area.
 Research and review the steps of the water cycle
 Understand the interaction of humans and other living organisms
with the water cycle.
 Research the effects of acid rain on forests, sculptures, etc.
Resources:


“Science and Technology for Children, STC”
Land and Water Teacher’s Guide
Smithsonian/The National Academies



LHS GEMS “Acid Rain”
Lawrence Hall of Science; University of California at Berkeley.



Self-directed web resources on the water cycle, and acid rain
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Assessment:


Tuesday

The teacher will assess students during class by walking around
during the activity, asking questions, and making observations to
determine the students’ progress with the concepts being studied.

In this lesson students will:
 Continue making their water cycle model
Resources:


Materials for constructing the model:
Sand
Soil
Plantings
Gravel
Plastic containers
And other common materials as described by the STC resource

Assessment:


Wednesday

The teacher will assess students during class by walking around
during the activity. Are students on task with their construction?

In this lesson students will;
 Continue making their water cycle model
Resources:


Materials for constructing the model:
Sand
Soil
Plantings
Gravel
Plastic containers
And other common materials as described by the STC resource
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Assessment:


Thursday

The teacher will assess students during class by walking around
during the activity. Are students on task with their construction?

Testing for Acid Rain
In this lesson students will:





Use their Water Cycle model as an inquiry to determine the
potential effects of acid rain on various parts of their constructed
ecosystem.
List some women especially involved in the Western suffrage
movement and supply some important facts from their biographies
Take a stand, supported by historical evidence, as to whether or not
a single theory can explain why the Western states were the first to
grant full voting rights to women.

Resources:


LHS GEMS “Acid Rain”
Lawrence Hall of Science; University of California at Berkeley.



Other web and print resources as determined by the students.

Assessment:

Friday

Student written assessment in their Science Notebooks.
Air Pollution: The Story of Industrial Melanism.
In this lesson students will:


Learn about how the rapid industrialization of England led to the
differential speciation of the Peppered Moth.
 Play the “Peppered Moth Game” to mimic this effect.
 Critically analyze their view on the subject.
Resources:


The Case of Industrial Melanism.
http://www.smccd.edu/accounts/bucher/melanism.htm
 “The Death of the Black Forest” resources.
 The effect of Acid Rain on marble sculptures.
Assessment:


Students will write in their Science Notebooks whether this think
air pollution is responsible for such massive changes within species.
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Week Three
In week three, students will be exposed to the American democratic political process and
the 2008 Presidential elections. Students will examine the presidential candidates views on the
very same issues that they have studied over the previous two weeks. Furthermore, students will
examine other critical scientific issues, such as public health, energy policy, and our natural
heritage. They will then examine the candidates’ views on these issues. We will also examine the
voting records of the candidates as they pertain to these environmental issues, to see if we can
corroborate the candidates’ words with their actual votes in congress.

Wk 3

Ecology, American Presidency and Election 2008

Monday

Introducing the Candidates
In this lesson students will:


Find out who is running for President, including the entire field of
candidates from both parties.
 Explore deeply the views on the Environment, of the three leading
candidates, Obama, Clinton, and McCain.
 Begin exploring the main candidate’s “In their own words”.
Resources:
1. The League of Conservation Voters: Profiles of the Candidates
http://presidentialprofiles2008.org/
2. The Candidate’s websites
The students will be allowed to find them, on their own.
3. Newspaper articles on the candidates’ views.
Assessment:
Ask, for class discussion:




1. What do the candidates stand for?
2. Is this important to you?
3. Does it matter who gets elected?
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Tuesday

What are the issues relating to the environment?
In this lesson students will:


Begin researching the issues:

Global Warming

Energy Policy
Resources:
1. United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) information
on Climate Change.
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/
2. Scholastic Education Center
http://content.scholastic.com/browse/search?query=global+warming
3. Competitive Enterprise Institute Global Warming Website
http://www.globalwarming.org/
4. Why The Electoral College was created
Other Student self-directed findings
Assessment:
 Global Warming Quiz
http://www.geocraft.com/WVFossils/GlobWarmTest/start.html


Wednesday

Informal observational assessment
Explain in your own words what is Global Warming

Republican or Democrat. What is the difference?
In this lesson students:


Research the candidates’ positions on:

Public Health

Our Natural Heritage, and preservation of parks and green
space
 Is there a difference between Democrats and Republicans?
Resources:
 The Candidates – In their Own words.
http://lcv.org/2007-scorecard-overview.html
 Our Natural Heritage
http://dnr.md.gov/wildlife/rteanimals.asp
 How to tell a Democrat from a Republican.
http://www.apj.us/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=71
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&Itemid=99999999&limit=1&limitstart=1
 The Nature Conservancy
http://friendsofournaturalheritage.createsend5.com/viewEmail.aspx?cI
D=B28A701D6B34086B&sID=7B8F09E132D3A734357CEBB6C099
F630&dID=5CB9CB5A1CE688CE
Assessment:


Thursday

Informal assessment: How well are the students remaining on task
for their research?

What are the critical issues?
In this lesson students will:


Finish their research on the critical issues, and the candidates’
environmental/ecological platforms.
 Students assimilate speeches and main ideas of the candidates.
Resources:


Meet the 2008 Presidential Candidates.
http://www2.scholastic.com/browse/article.jsp?id=3748066

Assessment:
Friday


Students play Environmental Politics “Electronic Jeopardy” game.
Let’s celebrate Earth Day! (Even if today is not technically Earth Day).
In this Lesson student will:


Have class outside, in a setting in nature. (A field trip to Walden
Pond)
 Report on their Community Outreach Activity.
 Report on what steps they will take, if any, to promote a clean
environment.
Resources:


School bus and/or parent chaperones, box lunches

Assessment: None
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Connecting the English Language Arts Curriculum

As change is the only constant in this world, it is important for students to become more
cognizant of the “big” changes happening around them. Our theme of “Change” in regards to the
election of 2008 will enable students to take a deeper, more critical look at the 2008 election. Students
will gain understanding about what change in the political sphere really means, how politics effects
national and international change, and most importantly, how it affects them as seventh graders.
Furthermore, in looking closely these aspects, student’s observation of change will challenge and move
them toward thinking more abstractly. The 7th grade English Language Arts portion of this
interdisciplinary unit emphasizes the literary and linguistic facets of political speech, to understand more
deeply the meanings and motivations behind the candidates’ support of political change.
The most important facet of the unit is to make sure students are able to relate and understand
how this change directly and indirectly affects them. Understanding politics and government is an
extremely abstract concept that many adults do not fully understand therefore, it is important to
consider that 7th grade students do not yet have the right to vote. They can, however, understand how
to create positive change, specifically through civic engagement. The first portion of the ELA unit will
focus on exploring the construct of US government, how government can create change, and beginning
to take a look at how it affects an individual.
The unit requires students to use study skills techniques such as, note taking, journal keeping,
and reflection. Students will be asked to look at several speeches, while highlighting, taking marginal
notes, and responding in small groups and individual journals. Each student will keep a journal to reflect
on their response to political change, the individual candidates, and their thoughts on change in their
daily political lives.

Massachusetts State Frameworks:
ELA (2001 and 2004 Supplement) for grade 7

General Standard 1: Discussion; Students will use agreed-upon rules for informal and formal discussions
in small and large groups.
General Standard 2: Questioning, Listening, and Contributing; Students will pose questions, listen to the
ideas of others, and contribute their own information or ideas in group discussions or interviews in
order to acquire new knowledge.
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General Standard 3: Oral Presentation; Students will make an oral presentation that demonstrates
appropriate consideration of the audience, purpose, and information to be displayed.
General Standard 6: Formal and Informal English; Students will describe, analyze, and use appropriately
formal and informal English
General Standard 8: Understanding a Text; Students will identify the basic facts and main idea in a text
and use them as a basis for interpretation
General Standard 11: Theme; Students will identify, analyze, and apply knowledge of me in a literary
work and provide evidence from the text to support their understanding.
General Standard 15: Style and Language; Students will identify and analyze how an author’s words
appeal to the senses, create imagery, suggest mood, set tone and provide evidence from the text to
support their understanding.
General Standard 19: Writing; Students will write with a clear focus, coherent organization, and
sufficient detail.
MA ELPBO:
S.3 Academic Interaction: Students will comprehend and communicate orally, using spoken English to
participate in academic settings.
S.4 Presentation: Students will present information orally and participate in performance in English
that demonstrate appropriate consideration of audience, purpose, and the information to be conveyed.
R.3 Comprehension: Students will read English fluently and identify facts and evidence in order to
interpret and analyze text.

Week 1 Overview:

Though the beginning of this ELA curriculum unit has Social Studies overtones, it is important for
students to build a foundation of understanding regarding political change in order to develop a critical,
linguistic, and political eye. This week will work to build the foundation of political understanding by
addressing the words and tendencies of our candidates.
Before delving into the words and tendencies of our candidates, students will explore what they
think political change is and why it is important. Prior to exploring change on a large political scope, I
will have students look at how government effects change on a local level. This will enable students to
become more aware of the “little” ways government and political power has a bearing on their lives,
beyond police officials etc. By examining why a government is essential and what types of services it
provides on a daily scope, students will be more effective in looking at government and political change
on a larger scale.
During this first week, students will be given a homework journal. Each night, students will pick
an article that depicts a situation where local or national government is being changed. Students will
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cut this article out, staple or tape it to one side of the journal. One the opposite page, students will
write how they believe government is effecting change and whether it is local or national government
being affected.

Week 1

Exploring Change through Words

Monday

Lesson: What is Change?
In this lesson:
The following questions will be addressed:
What is Change?
Journal Question: Do you think it is possible for all Americans to live as they
choose with total freedom and without a government establishing limits on
our individual freedoms? Do we, really need rules and regulations to enforce
cooperation among individuals?
Resources:



http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/naw/ : This site contains information about the
role culture and gender has played in our political history.
Assessment:
Response Journal: students will reflect on what they view change to be
generally, as well as politically.
 KWHL Chart on government: students will list what they know about
government. This chart will be revisited throughout the unit so students will
become aware of their changing views as the unit deepens their
understanding of change in the political sphere.
Lesson: Exploring government?


Tuesday

In this lesson:
Students will address the follow questions:
What is government?
How does government affect me?
Students will explore an interactive PBS site that provides the opportunity to
look at specific neighborhood entities. As students click on each, they will see
how that entity is effected by government. Students will complete a KWHLS
chart.
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Resources:
http://www.pbs.org/democracy/kids/ : This comprehensive website enables
students to explore government on a local and national scale. They can see how
it effects their daily lives, by just a click
Assessment:
KWHLS chart: student engagement and understanding can be seen through
evaluation of student completion of the chart. This will also inform future
instruction.
Wednesday

Lesson: The importance of change in the election
In this lesson:
Students will continue to explore the PBS website and fill in their graphic
organizers. They will then break into groups and discuss their findings. After
exploring the PBS site, students will have a better understanding as to what
types of entities and people are affected by government. They will then answer
the following question in their journal.
 Why is the topic of change so important in the election?
Resources: http://www.pbs.org/democracy/kids/
Assessment:
The continuation of completing KWHLS chart will enable the teacher to
observe the students engagement, aspects they are unclear about, and what
they are learning. Sharing their responses with group members will
stimulate deeper thinking as different points of view and observations will be
shared.
 The journal will provide the opportunity for the teacher to evaluate whether
students are able to apply what they saw/learned on the site to a larger
scope. This will inform future teaching and whether the class can move
forward with larger governmental ideas to be visited in the next lesson.
Lesson: Republican vs. Democrat


Thursday

In this lesson:
Students will be addressing the following question:
 What is Republican and Democrat?
 What kind of change is each party concerned with?
Students will further explore some of the speeches from political officials
throughout history. They will analyze speech for meaning and to gain
understanding about the differences and similarities of each party’s concerns.
Resources:
http://livingroomcandidate.movingimage.us/election/index.php?nav_action=ele
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ction&nav_subaction=overview&campaign_id=178 : campaign speeches from
the 2004 election
http://alex.state.al.us/uploads/13238/Democrat%20and%20Republican%20slide
%20show1.ppt#258,3,Republican : Democrat Republican website
http://www.votesmart.org/election_president.php?dist=bio.php : Students can
view current polls and dominant political parties in each state.
Additional Resources
Green Party
www.greenparties.org
Libertarian Party
www.lp.org
Reform Party
www.reformparty.org
Republican Party (Republican National Committee)
www.rnc.org
Democratic Party (Democratic National Committee)
www.democrats.org
Communist Party, U.S.A.
http://www.cpusa.org/

Assessment:




Friday

Students will break into small groups to complete a graphic organizer/Venn
diagram. Each group will brainstorm what they believe the similarities and
differences are. The teacher will visit each group for informal assessment
Students will have time to research prescribed Democratic and Republican
sites. They will print out some of what they find. They will actively read by
highlighting and taking marginal notes.

Lesson: Exploring political words
Resources:
Great American Speeches- http://www.pbs.org/greatspeeches/
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In this lesson:
Students will explore several speeches from women and African Americans
throughout our history. Students will break into groups. First they will read
individually the speech (each group will be given a different speech). Individuals
will take notes, underline words they feel are significant, and take notes in the
margins. The class will discuss language and what tools the speaker used to
persuade the crowd. This lesson will run concurrently with the Social Studies
curriculum, as we will be reviewing more deeply the speeches addressed in
Social Studies class.
Assessment:



Student’s notes will be reviewed for relevance and consistency.
Informal evaluation will take place during group work observations.

Overview of Week 2

The goal for week 2 is for students to walk away with an understanding of how to choose a candidate
and who our current presidential candidates are. Students will stimulate their prior knowledge from last
week’s lessons on government and the relevance of change and apply it when looking critically at
candidates and their concerns. Students will engage in a variety of writing, research, and mini oral
presentation activities.
Week 2

Our Candidates

Monday

Lesson: How do we choose a candidate?
In this lesson:
Students will examine how to choose candidate. Students will be asked the
following questions to respond to in their journals:
What qualities do you look for in a friend?
If you were to vote for someone to take a student council role, what
leadership qualities would you look for?
What do you notice about the list?
Do you agree or disagree with things on it?
What's fair to take into consideration? What's not fair?
How is choosing a friend different from choosing a student council
member?
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How do we judge what a student says they will do for the school?
After working individually on answering these questions, students will discuss
them in small groups.
Resources: http://www.teachablemoment.org/middle/electiondecisions2.html
Assessment:
Students’ journals will be collected. The teacher will respond to their notes
to stimulate new ideas and reinforce observed concepts.
Lesson: The Perfect President

Tuesday

In this lesson:
Students will identify the legal requirements, previous experiences, and
personality traits that equip someone to be a successful president. Write a job
description and a newspaper article. Evaluate how selected past presidents
measure up to the criteria generated by students.
Resource:
http://pbskids.org/democracy/educators/perfectpresident.html#procedure
http://pbskids.org/democracy/presforaday/index.html
Assessment:
Students will be evaluated on their research and its validity, as well as group
discussions. Groups must complete a writing assignment on presidential job
requirements.
Wednesday

Lesson: Our Candidates
In this lesson:
Students will discuss our 2008 election candidates, as well as explore their
specific ideologies and views on change.
Resources:
www.johnmccain.com/
www.barackobama.com
www.hillaryclinton.com/

http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/electionfacts.html: examine the
candidates views on important political issues. Student reading in this lesson
plan is valuable in examining candidate’s opinions.
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Assessment:
Students will find a new paper or magazine article (there will be a list of
acceptable sources). Students will read the article and respond to it in their
journals. Students should address what the main idea is, how the article speaks
to that candidate’s views and ideologies, and identify at least three words that
stood out to them.
Thursday

Lesson: Their own words
In this lesson:
Students will read speeches from each of the candidates. They will identify key
points, persuasive language, and points of question. They will reflect on the
candidate speech in their journals. Students will have to be sure to ask the
candidate questions, encourage, and disagree with the candidate’s standpoint.
Resources:

http://my.barackobama.com/page/content/hisownwords
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/convention2004/barackobama2
004dnc.htm
http://www.barackobama.com/2007/02/10/remarks_of_senator_barack_oba
m_11.php
http://www.hillaryclinton.com/news/speech/
http://www.observer.com/2007/hillary-rolls-out-new-ad
http://www.famousquotes.me.uk/speeches/Hillary-Clinton/
http://www.johnmccain.com/Informing/News/Speeches/52897ce6-65cd4166-a62f-3cc6d25e1a0a.htm
http://mccain.senate.gov/public/
Assessment:
Students will be evaluated on their note taking skills: ability to identify key
points, persuasive language, and questioning. The teacher will review the
journal and marked up speech print out.
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Friday

Lesson: Looking at Language:
In this leson:
Students will identify when candidates are using fact or opinion:

This response is sprinkled with opinions: "time to bring our troops home";
"bring them home as quickly and responsibly as possible"; and "I don't see
any reason why they should remain beyond, you know, today" all contain
opinions. Opinion words represent a judgment that may or may not be
supported with factual evidence and may also be vague. What does Clinton
mean by "quickly"? What would bringing the troops home "responsibly"
look like? (http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/electionfacts.html)
Students will read one speech from each candidate. They will identify key
statements, vague statements, and questionable statements.
Resource:
http://www.factcheck.org/
http://www.teachablemoment.org/high/electionfacts.html
http://wwwtc.pbs.org/newshour/extra/teachers/lessonplans/socialstudies/debates_short_h
2.pdf
Assessment:


Students will be informally assessed on their ability to identify true,
vague, and opinion led statements. They ability to identify these
statements will inform my future instruction in whether this should go
on for another lesson.

Week 3

Culminating Week: What do you believe?

Monday

Lesson: Culminating Project Introduction: Identifying what political issues are
important to you
In this lesson:
Students will do a brainstorming activity identifying some issues candidates have
addressed that they feel strongly about. Students may use their class folders and
journals to revisit their data on each candidate. After students identify a key
issue they find most interesting, they will separate into groups by issue category.
In groups, students will discuss why they chose that issue, why they feel it is
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important, and respond to one another’s standpoint.
Resources: http://www.teachablemoment.org/middle/electiondecisions2.html
http://www.pbs.org/elections/kids/lessons/lesson_plan10.html#4
*please see culminating activity description for further detail.
Assessment:

Tuesday

 Small and large class discussions
 Class journals
 Group notes
Lesson: Identifying the issue
In this lesson*:
Students will begin working on their Political Portfolio. They will research their
chosen issue/theme and use data from the Social Studies, Math, and Science
curriculum to complete this assignment. Students will have time to continue
working on this.
Resources:
*please see culminating activity description for further detail.
Specific resources by topic will be provided.
Assessment:
*please see culminating activity description for further detail.
Students will have the chance to conference with the teacher about their
topics and possible avenues.
 Students will continue to work on this portfolio for homework and perhaps
in other connecting classes.
Lesson: Solidifying the Political Portfolio


Wednesday

In this lesson:
Students will continue to work on their Political Portfolio. They will have the
chance to conference with the teacher, as well as one another regarding the
consistency and validity.
Resources:
*please see culminating activity description for further detail.
Specific resources by topic will be provided.
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Assessment:
*please see culminating activity description and rubric for further detail.
In conferencing with the students, the teacher will have the chance to
evaluate student progress.
Lesson: Culminating Project Presentation

Thursday

In this lesson:
All students will have created a speech as a part of their political portfolio. The
speech should use the persuasive language and ideas of political officials studied
through out the unit. It should further convey why their topic is important for
current political change. Furthermore, it should also incorporate how history has
influenced their topic and how the mathematical and scientific world is/will be
influenced by their proposals for change.
Each student will continue their speech presentation. A question and answer
session will be held after each speech.
Assessment:
*please see culminating activity description for further detail.
Friday

Lesson: Continuing Speech Presentation
In this lesson:
Each student will continue their speech presentation. A question and answer
session will be held after each speech.
Assessment:
*please see culminating activity description and rubric for further detail.
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Social Studies Unit Overview:
As part of our interdisciplinary unit, the 7th grade Social Studies class will be looking at the 2008
American Presidential elections through the theme of change. For the following three weeks,
students will investigate political changes with African Americans and women’s political history
that led to this very important moment in America’s political landscape. In addition, students will
be taking a close look at the democratic American political process and how it works.

The rationale for the next three weeks
The possibility that a women or an African American male become the next president of the
United States makes this election a historical one. As the social studies teacher, helping students
become aware of this moment is very important. Therefore, the teacher decided to explore this
topic by connecting the political history of women and African Americans with the present.
In week one, we decided to create a week long entitled African Americans and the Political
Process. We believe that the best way to help students grasp the significance of this election is to
create interdisciplinary lessons that investigate the changes in African American political history
that led to historical moment. Therefore, the lessons will be investigating the political position of
blacks prior to the civil war that led to the 15th amendment. We will be looking also at the voting
rights campaigns as well as current America’s views on having a Black president.
The same rationale applied in developing a second week devoted to the studies of Women’s
history and Elections. In order to students understand the significance of having a woman
president, we thought that best way also was to create social studies lessons that shows how
much obstacles women have overcome in this country. Therefore, the lessons range from
understand the significance of early women’s suffrage movement and the 19th amendment to
women who create change and today’s America view on a woman as president.

Finally in the third week, we close the loop by the exploring the American Presidency and
Elections 2008. The rationale to create a week that focuses on American political process was
the understanding that politics may not be the most important issues on the student’s mind.
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Therefore we decide to create lesson that make politics accessible to students and creates interest
in them. Therefore, the lessons range from how Americans chose their president and the history
of political parties to a close look at candidates’ policies. We will finish this unit with a lively
presidential debate in class.
Making it all Interdisciplinary
A major effort of our team is to make this unit interdisciplinary across all the content areas.
Therefore, we are exploring and connecting lessons that will be using the same language and
perspectives so our students perceived its connections. The social studies unit connects with the
other disciplines in many ways. For instance, in English Language Arts, a lesson entitled “What
is change?” will connect with the central idea of political change for African Americans and
women. In addition, a lesson on “How to choose a presidential candidate” will also connect with
another social studies lesson entitled “Who will be a better president? Obama, Clinton or
McCain”.
The social studies unit makes meaningful connections with Math and Science as well. For
instance, in a week long entitled “Voting Science”, in the science unit, where candidates’ views
on environmental issues are analyzed, will connects with a lesson in social studies where we
explore the candidates’ views on many social topics. Further more, a week in Math entitled the
“The economy and why we invest”, which explore how political power can effect the economy,
will connect with lesson on political power for women and African Americans.
Developing Skills
By developing these lessons, we hope to create opportunity for students develop the critical
thinking skills. We hope that in looking at the events of history students will able to make
connections with the present. In addition, the teacher plans to create cooperative activities so
students have the opportunity to develop cooperation skills as well:
The following are some of the skills, but not all we hope to develop in students:
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Critical Thinking Skills:
 Ask in depth critical and creative questions
 Ask for rationales and penetrating questions
 Learn to disagree in ways that stimulating thinking
 Criticize ideas, not people
Interpersonal Skills







Paraphrase ideas of others
Take turns
Talk one at a time
Encourage others to participate
Think aloud and ask others to do the same
Repeat and summarize

Curriculum Frameworks
This interdisciplinary unit will cover the following Massachusetts Frameworks:

USI. 33 Analyze the goals and effect of the antebellum women’s suffrage movement
USI. 41 Explain the policies and consequences of Reconstruction. (H, C)
Read the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments; The opposition of Southern whites to
Reconstruction; The accomplishments and failures of Radical Reconstruction; the rise of Jim
Crow Laws
USII.9 Analyze the post-Civil War struggles of African Americans and women to gain basic
civil rights.
USI.19 Explain the rights and the responsibilities of citizenship and describe how a democracy
provides opportunities for citizens to participate in the political process through elections,
political parties and interest groups.
USI.20 Explain the evolution and function of political parties, including their role in federal,
state and local elections.
Engaging activity in the 7th grade social studies class: Why another one?
The topic of the 2008 presidential election may not be the most important thing in students’
mind. In addition to our overall engaging activity - scavenger hunt through Boston, the Social
Studies teacher feels the need to have a smaller engaging activity; an activity which brings it all
together. The need comes from the desire of bringing our theme of change and the 2008
presidential election topic to our classroom community. Most students will understand our unit
trip to Boston and will enjoy it very much. However there is a real possibility that many students
will not. Therefore the second engaging activity will serve the purpose of solidify our unit topic.
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In addition, to solidify the concept for out students, I want to have an opportunity to create a
really fun and relaxed engaging activity. Therefore, we want to create additional fun activities
and set up the classroom with the 2008 elections topic. The goal is to remind our student’s
everyday, for the next three weeks, of our topic. Below is the description of the engaging
activity.
Our engaging activity will have three components:
1. Who am I? A Donkey or Elephant?
2. Say Cheeeeese…
3. What do you want to say to the next President? You are on Camera!
1. Who am I? A Donkey or an Elephant?
On the first day of our unit, the teacher will bring one large inflatable donkey and one large
inflatable elephant. The inflatable donkey and elephant will be in class when students arrive. The
students will create nick name for both toys. The teacher will let students know that the toys are
the symbol the Democrat and Republic parties and they will stay in our class because we will be
studying the presidential election 2008 for next three weeks. A brief mini lesson on the origins of
the symbols will be given.
Say Cheeeeese...!
The teacher will take photos of the students once they define their political position. Some
students, because of the politics of parents, may have an inclination for a political party. The
students who do not have an opinion will be accommodated as well in the activity. The idea is to
evaluate if students will change theirs political views at the end of the unit:
1. Stay close to donkey if you are Democrat.
2. Stay close to the elephant if you are a Republic.
3. Stay in the middle if you are not sure.
The photos will be posted in the class bulleting board and the outside wall of our classroom. At
the end of the unit, another photo session will take place to register any change in student’s
political position.
What do you Want to Say to the Next President? You are on Camera!
The teacher will bring a video camera to class to record student’s concerns they may have for the
next president. Students will have a one minute to say what they would like the next president to
do, or what issues are most important for them. At the end of the unit, another video session will
take place to allow students an opportunity to record any change on their views. The teacher will
make copies of the video for the students.
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Week One
In week one, Students will explore the African American experience though the political process.
Students will examine the background of the black suffrage movement prior to the Civil War, the
15th amendment, and how it affected African American rights to vote and their ability to run for
political offices. Students will examine southern laws such as poll taxes and literacy tests and the
violence and hostility towards African American who attempted to vote. Students will examine
the media headlines and explore how race is still a factor in this election.
Lessons for week one:
Wk 1

African Americans and the Political Process

Monday

African American Voting Rights:
In this lesson students will:
 The background of the black suffrage movement prior to civil war
 Compare black suffrage in the South and in the North
 Identify early attempts to allow black men to vote
Resources:


Black Voting Rights:
http://15thamendment.harpweek.com/HubPages/CommentaryPage.
asp?Commentary=Introduction
Assessment:


Tuesday

Students will be required to investigated a coupe of sites and
research important date people in the black suffrage movement
What the 15th Amendment of 1870?
In this lesson students will:
Understand what the is 15th amendment 1870- guaranteed the right
to vote regardless of race or color
 Learn about the background that led to 15th amendment
 Identify obstacle for black vote
 Identify Massachusetts position for regarding black vote in 1850
Resources:


The 15th Amendment:
http://15thamendment.harpweek.com/default.asp
Assessment:





Students will reflect on their journal what learn for this lesson and
what still is not clear
Identify timeline of many events.
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Wednesday

Civil Rights and Mississippi Voting Registration Drive
In this lesson students will:
 Examine the voting right conditions on Black ion Mississippi
 List obstacles Black in Mississippi found to vote
 Describe what the Mississippi registration Drive
 Understand what is NAACP
 List the leaders on the movement
Resources:


The article “Mississippi and Freedom Summer”
http://www.watson.org/~lisa/blackhistory/civilrights-5565/missippi.html
Assessment:


Thursday

Describe in their journals what was the Mississippi registration
drive
Answer several comprehension questions

Who had the right vote and when?
In this lesson students will:


Identify why women, African Americans, Natives Americans, poor
people could not vote.
 Identify the requirements to vote
 Make connections between vote discrimination in the past until the
60’s
Resources:


Friday

American Voting rights Timeline:
http://www.peaceworkmagazine.org/pwork/0410/041005.htm
 Democracy project: Inside the Voting Both
http://pbskids.org/democracy/vote/index.html
 Assessment: Students will reflect on their journal what it is like not
to be able to vote.
Is race still a factor in this election?
In this lesson students will:
 Analyze whether race still an\ important issue for American voters.
Resources:



Collect past newspaper and magazine headlines about race.
Listen to pieces to National Public Radio archives programs about
race and elections.
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Assessment:


Students will form two discussion groups, one that identify race as
fact in this election and others who does not see. Students will
debate about their opinions.

Week Two:
In week two, students will examine women’s history and their participation in the political
process. Students will develop an understanding of the early women’s suffrage movement, the
19th amendment and the gains that it created. Students will examine women’s leadership role in
America and their participation on politics. Student will take a close look at why the west was
first in women leadership. Furthermore, students will examine media views on a women running
for presidential candidate.
Lessons for Week two:
Wk 2

Women’s history and Elections

Monday

Women’s suffrage and the 19th amendment
In this lesson students will:
Understand what the 19th amendment is
Examine the Seneca Falls convention
List some of the attitudes and beliefs obstructing the progress of the
Women's Rights Movement in its formative years
 List the names of women involved in the formative years of the
struggle for women's rights.
 Discuss the achievements of women involved in the formative years
of the struggle for women's rights.
Resources:












How Women Won the Right to Vote: Students will read parts of
this article.
http://www.crfusa.org/election_central/women_vote.htm
Women Equality: Changing Attitudes and Beliefs:
http://edsitement.neh.gov/view_lesson_plan.asp?id=437
Women get to vote:
http://www1.cuny.edu/portal_ur/content/voting_cal/women_vote.ht
ml
The Seneca Falls Convention, July 20th 1848:
http://www.npg.si.edu/col/seneca/senfalls1.htm
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Assessment:


Tuesday

Students will write a mini biography of integrants of the women
suffrage movement
Women in Politics
In this lesson students will:
 Learn about women who led the way in politics in America
 Examine the life of the first women elected to congress
Resources:
 Women in politics:
http://www1.cuny.edu/portal_ur/content/womens_leadership/women_p
olitics.html


Black Suffrage and struggle for civil rights:
http://www1.cuny.edu/portal_ur/content/womens_leadership/black_
suffrage.html
Assessment:


Wednesday

In groups students will chose one women who pioneered in politics
and write a mini biography.
http://www.greatwomen.org/women.php?action=viewone&id=39
Women who create change in America
In this lesson students will:


Investigate the lives of women who create change in America in
many fields
Resources:


Milestones in Women's Leadership in American History:
http://www1.cuny.edu/portal_ur/content/womens_leadership/milest
ones/index.html
Assessment:
In groups students will present major women’s accomplishment in history.
Thursday

Women’s Suffrage: Why the West First?
In this lesson students will:




Discuss the particulars in the granting of full voting rights to
women in several Western states
List some women especially involved in the Western suffrage
movement and supply some important facts from their biographies
Take a stand, supported by historical evidence, as to whether or not
a single theory can explain why the Western states were the first to
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grant full voting rights to women.
Resources:



Worksheet: Why the West First?
http://edsitement.neh.gov/lesson_images/lesson439/Suffrage2.pdf
This Shall be the land for Women: the struggle for western women
suffrage, 1860-1920

Assessment:

Friday

Students will respond in a questionnaire with possible theories why
suffrage succeed in the west.
Is American ready for a women President?
In this lesson students will:


Analyze how women is portrayed in the media in the past and
present
 Investigate America attitude toward a possible women president
 Critically analyze their view on the subject
Resources:


Are U.S. Voters Ready to Elect a Woman President?
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6648890
Assessment:


Students will write in their journals whether this think America is
ready for a women president?

Week Three
In week three, students will be exposed to the American democratic political process and the
2008 Presidential elections. Students will examine discrimination in American voting rights
process. In addition they will examine how Americans elect their presidents, compare the
Democratic and Republican parties, and examine the roles of the president. Furthermore,
students will take a close look at the major policies of the 2008 Presidential candidates.
Wk 3

The American Presidency and Elections 2008

Monday

Discrimination in the history of American voting
In this lesson students will:


Understand that many in the past many people have denied the right
to vote ex. Women, African Americans, Native Indians, Asian
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Americans, poor people
 Investigate the 15th Amendment (rights to vote regardless race or
color), The 19th Amendment – Women right to vote, The Voting
Rights Act of 1965 that
Resources:
1. Voting Rights: Lesson 6:
http://www.law.indiana.edu/outreach/oll/lesson_6_voting_rights.pdf
2. Voting Discriminating Activity part B
Same link as above
Assessment:
Ask answer in writing the following questions:
1. If you do not vote, there is a greater chance that the things you value will
not be protected or helped by the government.


Tuesday

Those things or values can be anything – security, money, sports,
etc.
 What things or values would be important to you? Give 2
examples.
How does election work?
In this lesson students will:


Read the article “ Winning the Vote: How Americans Elect their
Presents”
 Understand Why the Electoral College was created
 Define Who can be a president
 State the duties of the United Sates Presidents
Resources:
5. Winning the vote how Americans Elect their presidents, Lesson 1.
http://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/electi
ons/ATZ_Elections_SepOct96.pdf
6. Take a quiz
http://content.scholastic.com/browse/quiz.jsp?id=31097
7. Why The Electoral College was created
http://www.historycentral.com/elections/Electoralcollgewhy.html
Assessment:




1A The president on paper
The electoral College Map
Explain in your own words why the Electoral College was created.
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Wednesday

Republican or Democrat. What is the difference?
In this lesson students will:
 Understand the history of the United States political parties
 Define the main difference between democrats and Republicans
Resources:


The origins of the Political Parties: In this website students learn
bout the how United States political parties evolved.
http://score.rims.k12.ca.us/score_lessons/political_party/pages/task.
html
 How to tell a Democrat from a Republican: In this web site students
will research the political differences between democrats and
republicans.
http://www.apj.us/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=
71&Itemid=99999999&limit=1&limitstart=1
 Differences between Democrats and Republicans: Students will
analyze party views on: Core beliefs, the Economy, Taxes and
National Defense, education, immigration.
http://www.cagop.org/index.cfm/about_differences_between_partie
s.htm
Assessment:
In a two column paper, students will list the main points about Democrats
and Republicans. Students will be required to identify the source of
information and possible bias.
Thursday

Who will be a better president? Clinton, Obama or McCain?
In this lesson students will



In this lesson students take the time to research and about important
their candidates and their platforms.
Students collect speeches, pictures and main ideas of their
candidates

Resources:
1. Meet the 2008 Presidential Candidates: In this web site students
will read a mini biography of their candidates.
http://www2.scholastic.com/browse/article.jsp?id=3748066
2. The candidates: In this web site students will research on the main
issues of their candidates.
http://www.historycentral.com/elections/candidates2008.html
Assessment:
1. If you were the president: Students will answer several difficult
questions in game about the role of the president.
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Friday

http://teacher.scholastic.com/scholasticnews/games_quizzes/electio
ngame/game.asp
2. Students will write about their candidate’s perspectives on 5 issues
of their choices.
Candidate Debate
In this Lesson student will:
 Learn how organize their views and present it clearly
 Develop listening and communications skill
 Apply their knowledge to make informed decisions.
Resources: Material and information from Thursday class
Assessment: A rubric with expectation on the debate will be provided.
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Other Disciplines
Computer/Technology Education
We will have the support and direction from Technology Education teacher during our
unit on The Effects of Change in Political Power. In Tech Ed. the students will continue to learn
how to research and find good websites on the computer. Students will also learn some good
websites with information compared to bad websites. Students will also learn more how to use
Excel Spreadsheet for their Stock Market Portfolio and also Word for writing their speeches.
Art
Art will also be a very important part of our unit. In Art, students will be making campaign
posters and banners. Students will also be creating posters on global warming and recycling in
art. These posters will be posted throughout the school and community in an effort to help reduce
global warming and increase recycling in the school and community.
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INTERDISCLIPINARY CONNECTIONS:
Connections Across all Disciplines
Our ITU on “The effect of change in Political Power” has connections throughout the
three weeks of the unit to all the core subjects and the other disciplines like technology and art.
The teachers’ curriculum within each subject area is easily brought into every classroom and
similar topics from the theme will come up several times throughout all the disciplines. Students
will draw many connections between each class and subject area. Students will be looking at
some of the same websites in each subject area which will help link and bring the theme
connection of each discipline to the students. Throughout the unit the students will see the effects
of change throughout, our economy, the environment, and our political history of the country.
Students will make connections of how change will affect them in each area, and also how
aspects are important in creating change. Students will understand how the 2008 election is
important and how whoever wins will bring about change to all aspects of our life and world.
A major effort of our team is to make this unit interdisciplinary across all the content
areas. Therefore, we are exploring and connecting lessons that will be using the same language
and perspectives so our students perceived its connections. The social studies unit connects with
the other disciplines in many ways. For instance, in English Language Arts, a lesson entitled
“What is change?” will connect with the central idea of political change for African Americans
and women. In addition, a lesson on “How to choose a presidential candidate” will also connect
with another social studies lesson entitled “Who will be a better president? Obama, Clinton or
McCain”.
The social studies unit makes meaningful connections with Math and Science as well. For
instance, in a week long entitled “Voting Science”, in the science unit, where candidates’ views
on environmental issues are analyzed, will connects with a lesson in social studies where we
explore the candidates’ views on many social topics. Further more, a week in Math entitled the
“The economy and why we invest”, which explore how political power can effect the economy,
will connect with lesson on political power for women and African Americans.
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Connections between Math and Science
Interdisciplinary activities linking math and science are important and have been linked
throughout this unit. In both Math and Science students were looking at real world problems and
analyzing them and making decisions on how to help change and impact these problems.
Students worked closely to gain a deeper understanding of the resources, the US economy, and
how money and technology affect both our economy and environment. In both core subjects
students examined data and also analyzed graphs and also made graphs on data. Students will
work closely in Math and Science during the second week of the unit when they are studying
fossil fuels.
Language Arts and Social Studies Connections
The teachers will work together and can co-teach these two areas as they are so closely
connected throughout the unit. The students will be learning about popular speeches and then
working on writing their own speeches.
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